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The plane that Lothar built. Its a georgeous award winning Cavalier.
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B.C., V3J 1B5
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Tedd McHenry
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RAA Chapter 85Homepage:http://www.b4.ca/raa_85
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http://home.istar.ca/~bb4
Source for CARS and Chapter 549 Airworthiness
Manual:http:
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Calendar of events
This spot is reserved for announcements of upcoming
events. Please, if you know of things that are happening, let me know so others will know as well.

April 17

Annual Banquet. $30 per person,
lets get out and support the chapter
and have a great time to boot.

?
the February G. M.
Minutes of the General Meeting,
6 January, 2004
Buildings: per ?: Apparently the
pilot light on our furnace went out
Call to order: 8:00 PM by and hence the pipes froze. Don`t
know if any permanent damage
President Tim Baker.
resulted.
Acceptance of the Minutes of the
General Meeting of 18 November, Vice President: Gerrard Van Dijk:
2003 not voted upon as the Annual Bash will be on Saturday,
Secretary chickened out because of April 17. $ 30 per person this year.
the snow.
Program: Francois Leh: Mr. Dave
Correspondence: None received. Dickson of MOT will be at our
March GM. Mr. Rick Lenourey of
Committee Reports:
NAVCAN can come to a GM any
time we want him.
Treasury: Current status reported
upon . ( By Treasurer or ? )
RAAC: Rob Prior: Only thing to
relay is that aerobatics will not be
Membership: Rob Prior: 114 regu- tolerated at fly ins, other wise that
lar members as of to-night. There area has gone quiet.
are 14 re-ups for 2004. Dues up to
$ 65 for 2004 of which $ 15 is Aircraft: Tedd McHenry: Turbi had
remitted to the National RAAC. 5.1 hours put upon it in December.
Recollect that dues go up $ 5 after Apparently the J-5 re-build project
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becoming a non event again as the
new man who was going to take it
over will be working out of town
for some time.
By way of an advertisement - Tim
Baker`s Cavalier for sale. Talk to
Tim.
Airpark Committee ( was DHAPCOM ) per Terry Wilshire / Bruce
Prior: Apparently one of our neighbours reluctant to sign the DHAP
Flight Procedures Document. We
are not particularly surprized at this.
Old Business / New Business:
None of either.
McHenry / Prior 1: that we adjourn
which thing was dooly dood.
Jim ( a chicken and proud of it - if
he wanted to live in Siberia he`d
move there ) Hunter, Secretary

Bulletin Board
New Rate for Turbi
Tedd McHenry,Aircraft Chairman
The Chapter Executive has decided to raise the hourly rate for
the Turbi,and to change the rate structure.The Turbi isn ’t raising enough revenue to cover its costs.We hope to raise a bit
more money with the new rate,and we also hope to discourage extremely short flights with the new rate structure. The
new rate will be 60 dollars per hour,wet.There will be a 30
dollar minimum charge,per use.“Per use ”means that you can
do a short out-and-back with each leg less than 0.5 hours and
only pay the minimum charge once,not on each leg.But if you
make a single flight of less than 0.5 hours you pay 30 dollars.
The new rate will take effect after the July general meeting.
While we encourage people to pay in advance, it’s not strictly required by the rules. Please pay me Tedd McHenry, by
cash, cheque, or Visa. Most people come to a meeting and
pay, but you can just send him a cheque by mail. There’s a
web site that shows everyone’s account balance, and lists my
postal address for people who want to send a cheque.

whose arm he can twist to help him. The very low rental rate of
the Turbi is due in no small part to the free maintenance Gerrard
provides. If you fly the airplane, I strongly encourage you to
offer some of your time to help him maintain it. You don’t need
any expertise, Gerrard provides all of that. But an extra pair of
hands, or even just someone to bring back a hot coffee from the
pilot’s room on a cold day, is a big help.
Booking the Turbi is a very informal process. Just write down
the date and time on the big chalkboard in the clubhouse. The
main purpose of the Turbi is to help pilots maintain proficiency
while they build, it is mostly flown on local circuit-and-bump
flights. But cross-country flights are perfectly okay.
If you plan to take the airplane overnight, or for more than two
hours on a weekend or holiday, you need the approval of the
Aircraft Chairman or a Chapter officer. Remember, though, that
the airplane has no transponder, so there are some limits on
where you can go.

The Turbi is a delightful airplane to fly. It gives all the joy of a
classic, tandem seat taildragger, but it is very easy to handle on
To fly the Turbi you must have a valid pilot license and med- the ground and in the air. I sometimes call it the “very poor
ical, some previous taildragger time, be a paid-up member in man’s RV-4.”
good standing of Chapter 85, and pass a check ride with one
of Chapter 85’s check pilots. The check ride is good for 90 What’s in store for next meeting.
days. Check pilots are Terry Wilshire, Francois Leh, and me.
Contact
At our last meeting we had Rick Lenoury out to discuss the local
information for the check pilots is on the library chalkboard airspace. Now not too many were at the meeting on account of
in the clubhouse.
the snow. Rick has agreed to return and do his presentation at
our next meeting. Rick is presently an air traffic controller at
The rate is $60 per hour wet, with a $30 minimum per trip. YVR. He has been a commercial pilot in Europe, a west coast
There is a set of Chapter rules for flying the airplane, which I float plane pilot and a controller at YBB. He is very knowlewon’t detail here, but they are in a binder in the hanger near gable about the use and missuse of the airspace in and around the
the Turbi if you wish to read them. When you do a check ride lower mainland and has volunteered his time to inform us about
you’ll be asked to sign a form saying you’ve read them. But the evolution of the rules that govern our local flights, what the
here
present rules are and what some of the proposed changes might
are some highlights.
look like. He is also looking at our input and thoughts on the
proposed changes. Make plans to be there.
The Turbi has $300,000 liability insurance per seat, plus
third-party liability of $1,000,000, and $25,000 not-in-motion For the March meeting Francios has Dave Dixon tentatively
hull coverage (with a $500 deductible). Note that there is no scheduled to come and give us the low down on just what flying
in-motion coverage. Chapter 85’s policy is that any damage is allowed to occur in and around airshows and flyins.
that happens to the airplane when you have signed it out is Confirmation of this will come in the next Turn & Bank. Thanks
your responsibility. You must pay for the repairs or make the for making these arrangements Francios.
repairs
yourself. (Except, of course, for routine maintenance.)
Don’t forget to bring cash (check or credit card also works) to
the next meeting to re-new your membership in RAAC Chapter
The airplane is maintained by Gerrard van Dijk and anyone 85.
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President’s Message
The Christmas bash was a great success this year with lots of thanks to all those who organized and decorated the clubhouse. Obviously due to the weather, flying activity has been somewhat curtailed this time of the year. Delta Airpark’s
runway and tie down area has remained in good shape and usable most of the time through this winter season, special
appreciation to all the maintenance volunteers throughout the year for making this happen.
As we have brought up in past meetings and is blatantly obvious to everyone, our long serving clubhouse is rapidly
reaching its end of life use. As club members, we must immediately begin efforts toward raising necessary funds and
acceptable design for our clubhouse replacement. The executive members have been working on several methods and
programs to begin fundraising. Our project goal is to have the new clubhouse built and paid for within five years, ie:
2009. Many methods of fundraising have been discussed including beneficiary sources , auctions, and 50/50 lottery
draws organized with a separate building fund account. Many of the club assets such as hangers, paint shop and aircraft
are not used by all club members, however, the clubhouse is the one asset that each and every one of us benefit from.
Many clubs and organizations often fail due to a lack of focus often caused by not having unique icons particular to
those organizations. One of the outstanding features of Delta Airpark has been Chapter 85’s roundhouse. This special
design was just one of many features that was brought to the attention of the GVRD by DHAPCOM in order to retain
the park under volunteer management. It is our goal to replace our existing clubhouse with a similar unique structure.
Let’s all pull together and make it happen. That’s it for now, fly safe.
- Tim -

Assorted Photos

July 5 fly-in photo, just so we can all remember the nice
flying weather and know its on the way!

Serious discussions at the Christmas Pot Luck

What's this? Is that the new RV10? Looks suspisiously
like a couple of RVs are trying to keep up with that
Tailwind in disguise.
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Tribute to a good member and friend to all
I first met Lothar in 1988 at the first R.A.A meeting I attended. I made the mistake of sitting in Lothar’s chair.
Lothar apparently always sat in the front row, center, where I had taken up residence. As I was happily sitting
there waiting to see what went on at this gathering of seniors, this short grumpy looking guy walked up to me,
pointed his finger at me and then towards the end of the row. “That’s my chair, you sit over there”. Sorry ‘bout
that I said, and promptly moved to another vacant chair hoping that he had no relatives attending the meeting
also. I later asked my friend Jack who the miserable old fart in the front row was and he replied with “which
one?” I never sat in that chair again and would not speak to Lothar for about a year, when I started flying my
friends Emeraude which was housed in Lothar’s hanger.
The first time I came to the hanger with Grant to go flying he pointed to Lothar’s airplane and said “That’s
Lothar’s Cavalier. It won an award at Oshkosh. Don’t touch it, don’t look at it, and if by chance you damage it
moving the Emmeraude around head for some third world country and don’t ever come back. Now putting this
information with my first experience with Lothar I was terrified, but I was also left wondering if all German’s
were like this how the hell they lost the war. A short while later, Grant and I were having trouble with the
Emeraude. He called Lothar to see if he could give us a hand. Sure enough he hopped in the truck and came
out to the airport. In five short minutes he had found the problem and duly criticized us for wasting our time
by not calling him first. He then started telling us about his trip to Oshkosh and various other adventures he’d
had and I started to think that for a short grumpy German guy he was probably alright. Although I wasn’t about
to drop my guard.
During the years I was involved with the Emmeraude I got to know Lothar better, (although I still respected the
venom he carried) and always enjoyed sitting down for a chin wag with him. In 1993 we moved into our house,
and I started bugging Pat for a garage. After hearing that our neighbors spent about 5000 dollars having their
carport closed in I thought well with a little help I could probably do it my self for at least 1/2 that. I asked
Lothar if he could come by and give me an idea on where to start. Lothar came over the next day with a load of
wood to make some forms with for the extension. He rang the door bell, came in, hugged Julia, pointed at the
coffee pot and said, “Make me a coffee and while I’m drinking it you unload the truck” I did as I was told. And
the project began. Now some of you here have worked with Lothar before. I had no idea what I was getting
into. Irregardless of how many chiefs were on duty as long as Lothar was involved there was only one way to
do the job. There was only Lothar’s way. I don’t think my own parents yelled at me during my entire upbringing as much as Lothar did during this garage construction. Granted some of the yelling was warranted. We were
sheeting the outside walls, my dad and neighbor Ron were there helping. I was on the top of the ladder and Ron
was on his knees holding the sheet in place on the ground. Lothar was on the other side of the wall with my Dad
measuring some boards to be cut. I asked him for some nails. He said “You don’t need any nails I gave some
to Ron, he can nail first”. Yeah but I’ve got the hammer and I’m at the top of the ladder and he’s on his knees
at the bottom. Well for those of you who knew him well you can only imagine the language that was used
describing my skills as a carpenter. It was determined at that moment that more supervision was required, but
we all had a laugh after we finally got the sheet in place.
After the completion of the garage which by the way is the only part of the house to actually have square walls,
any further requests for help with projects were answered with “Now, do you want me to help you, or are you
going to help me??” Well things always go smother when I’m helping you. And that’s the way things went.
As long as I didn’t ask for crown molding he never said “no”. And since not even Chris could get crown molding I didn’t feel bad. Lothar didn’t ask for much in return, but when he did I was proud to be asked and happy
to be able to help him. In the late 90’s Lothar lost his flight medical and was quite down about not being able
to fly his plane anymore. I offered to come along as licensed ballast and to my surprise he said yeah that would
be nice. So after having not flown the Cavalier for about a year we spent a couple of weeks getting it flight ready.
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When the big day finally came, Lothar pointed to the left seat and said “get in”. I said I thought you were going
to fly it. No, you are. Well the only other times I’ve been more nervous was when I drove the Lincoln.
As we prepared to start the engine and he was barking out commands I made the mistake of asking why we were
doing something that way. “Because that’s the way I always do it” he barked. Right away I figured out that
Lothar must have missed that Cockpit resource management course. So just like everything else we did together it would be “Lothar’s Way” We taxied out to the active and got straight on the runway. Now he barks out
more orders and soon we are crawling down the runway slowly gaining speed. Don’t lift off until I tell you.
Ok what speed is that? Well maybe 80. Depends how it feels. Well how will you know how it feels if I’m flying?? Just lift off when I tell you. Ah, more cockpit resource management stuff. Must have been an alpha version pioneered by the Luftwaffe. We lifted off and had a great flight in really crappy weather. Apparently my
left wing tip was always high. I suggested this may have something to do with the amount of Cheese Cake he
had ingested in the last year. I got the look. For those of you that don’t know, Lothar’s two favorite food groups
were Cheese Cake and Chocolate. When it came time to land the instructions were coming out in rapid fire. I
still don’t know what he said but I managed to sweat off about a gallon on short final. And we touched down
adequately enough that I was invited to fly it again. On my way home I called Chris to tell her that I flew the
Cavalier. It was then that she informed me that other that Lothar, I was the only other person to fly it. That
made me feel good.
On a later flight we were coming back from the Hope Slide and were cleared for 26R. At about three miles
Lothar said were do you plan on landing?? On 26R I said. That’s over there he said pointing at 26L. No it’s
right in front of us I said as I was going through the last checks. No that’s the taxi way he said you have to
move over. We’re fine I said and kept trucking on. No you need to move over. No we’re fine put your glass’s
on. I don’t need glass’s he says, at about 3/4 mile he finally saw 26R in front of us and says ok your doing good
the runways straight ahead. Well he said with his little Lothar chuckle, “I thought that was it over there” The
next time we went flying I put a big roll of duct tape on the top of the panel. When he had climbed in and noticed
it he said what’s this for. You I said. This flight is going to have far less chatter than the last one. He chuckled
and then barked out “get it out of here we don’t need the extra weight” And the trip down short final was very
quiet.
All of my adventures in the air and on the ground with Lothar have a story and a good load of profanity attached
to it. It would take hours to tell them all. We’re standing here in front of the Cavalier which was one of Lothar’s
many accomplishments. The Cavalier was Lothar’s second passion. His first is his family. There were very few
times when we were together that Lothar didn’t talk about his family. He proudly showed me the things that
Wolfgang had made for him in the shop, and of how happy he was that he was going to have another grandchild
from Norman and Cherene. One time Robbie and Matthew spent the night Lothar commented on how much
more he enjoyed watching the car races with the boys there with him. He kept me up to date on Doug’s golf
tournament. He enjoyed helping Jeff work on his car and always mentioned Amanda’s activitie. When it came
to Chris and Karen, his standard line was “Those two women of mine, I tell you they keep me so busy” and the
project of the day would be intricately explained, with the usual allotment of profanity and theatrics. Usually
that explanation involved the repair of something that was “Pitiful, absolutely Pitiful” And there was always
time to look after Gails truck whenever it needed something. With Lothar he used to say what you see is what
you get. Well if you knew him you would agree. If you knew him really well you knew that you got way more
than what you saw. Lothar was a true and loyal friend who always put his family and friends first. (Just ask
me how many good flying days we missed because he needed to do something for someone else and yet he never
complained about it) Helping others was Lothars way of showing his affection.
To say his heart was huge is an understatement of biblical proportions. We will all miss you my friend, thank
you for the memories.
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CLASSIFIED
DEME

AIRCRAFT CORPORAParts and Supplies

Brackett Air Filters
Gill Batteries
Red Ram 20w50 oil
Champion Oil Filters
Engine Gaskets
Spark Plugs
Scat/Cat Tube
Ameri-King ELT
Windshields
Instruments
Control Cable
Tires/Brakes

We carry a HUGE Selection of AN hardware
DEMEL AIRCRAFT CORP.
RR#2,SITE 30,COMP 27 PENTICTON AIRPORT
PENTICTON,BC V2A 6J7
(250)490-9532 1-888-490-9532
FAX:(250)490-9538
100%Canadian!
AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
Parts and Supplies

100% Canadian!
Classified Ads are free (within reason)to
members.Display Ad rates are:
Business Card:$25 per year
1/4 page:....$10/month ............$100/yr
1/2 page .....$15/month ............$150/yr
1 page:.......$25/month ...........$250/yr
Ads that have been in for more than 6
months are subject to removal if pace is
required for other stuff. Please contact Doug
the editor if you want it kept in.
FOR SALE: SIROCCO PROJECT
THE SIROCCO AD~REVISED
PLEASE READ ON ~

`

The engine and ass`t bits -gone
The undercarriage inc. wheels,brakes-gone
Tail Wheel & spring - gone
But remaining Fuselage - finished
Tail group - finished
Control components - finished except for cable
Many- hole panel done - no intruments.
Ribs ,minor spars and wing diaphrams done
Two spar -grade spruce planks , almost enough
to do the spar.
To good to let go. Call and we will work it out.
Jim Hunter 576 - 2678 cel. 720 - 2114

FOR SALE:1957 Tripacer Wings uncovered,all
reworked.New leading edge.New ashtip. All
Zinc Chromate ready to fabric. Included:2-18
gal.gas tank,2 -gast ank cover,landing
light,aileron and flap,front and rear
struts.Asking $4000 Canadian.
Roger Gauthier (Kelowna)(250)763-1529 (250)212-0832 (cel)
WANTED: PA 18 or PA 20/22 Wings.
Some damage OK 946-5881
FOR SALE:One set of 1500 Murphy floats
ready to go.Ole #45-3931 198 st.Langley BC
514-1280
FOR SALE: 6 Factory new Franklin 180 hp
cylinders includes installed valves $300
each,will not part out.
Tim Novak 271-8586
FOR SALE:Softcom 2 place Intercom
ATC-2Y,with accessories $110.
Stuart Gear (604)941-9402
E-mail:sgear@infoserve.net
FOR SALE:1-Miller 200 amp ac/dc H.F.
Tig/stick welding machine -220V 1 ph.
$1200.1-Miller 120 amp MIG (wire)
welding machine,110 volt.Portable
sheet metal type,c/w gas kit (almost
new)-$800.
Pat O ’Donnell 533-1839
FOR SALE:Murphy type floats 1500 ’s.
$9600 CDN.New,comp [lete with rudders.
Harold Schapansky (604)826-5068
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Shock Cords
Sitka Spruce
Baltic Birch Plywood
Spars/Ribs
4130 tube/sheet
2024T3/6061T6
Tube/Sheet Aluminum
Building/Repair Tools
Poly Fiber Coverings
Dealer Inquiries for
RANDOLPH
products

FOR SALE:4130 Annealed Gauge Plate now
in stock,.025 to .375.We will sell you the plate
or laser cut the parts.
Industrial Laser Cutting ltd.
(604)946-4152,Fax:(604)946-4153
E-mail:tmw@industriallaser.com
FOR SALE:Zenith 250 plans and parts, wing
rib moulds $360.Christavia Mk IV project,4130
steel
tube,wing
ribs,flaps
ailerons,gear legs,wheels and brakes, tail stab
and rudder,$3600.
Paul Trudel 532-8570
WANTED: Person to help finish Paradyne
advanced concept aircraft. Should be
good with electrical, etc. Contact Norm
Helmer at (604) 527-8970 Room 1136,
George Derby Centre.
Our late member Grant Neal’s blueprints for
the T18 he had been working on have been
made available. If anyone wishes to make an
offer, please contact Dirk Post, 604 536 6129
or email dndpost@shaw.ca

